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Abstract—Code injection is a common approach utilized for
exploiting applications. We introduce some of the well-established
techniques and formalisms of dynamical system theory into
analysis of program behavior via system calls to detect code
injections into an applications execution space. We accept a
program as a blackbox dynamical system whose internals are
not known, but whose output we can observe. The blackbox
system observable in our model is the system calls the program
makes. The collected system calls are treated as signals which
are used to reconstruct the system’s phase space. Then, by using
the well-established techniques from dynamical system theory, we
quantify the amount of complexity of the system’s (program’s)
behavior. The change in the behavior of a compromised system
is detected as anomalous behavior compared to the baseline
established from a clean program. We test the proposed approach
against DARPA-98 dataset and a real world exploit and present
code injection experiments to show applicability of our approach.

Index Terms—System call sequence, Dynamical System, In-
trusion Detection,Anomalous Behavior, Approximate Entropy,
Recurrence Plots, Percent Recurrence, Percent Determinism,
Percent Ratio, Central Tendency Measure

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING to McAfee R© Avert Labs R© [1], the number
of malware has been growing exponentially. While there

was more than 135,000 pieces of malware in 2007, in 2008
this number went up to almost 1.5 million averaging about
3,500 pieces of malware a day. This number skyrocketed to
20 million in 2010 [2], while in the first quarter of 2011 more
than 6 million unique malware samples were identified by the
McAfee Labs. At the current rate of growth, the cumulative
malware collection is expected to reach 75 million samples
by the end of 2011 [3]. Given the exponential growth in
number of malware, approaches differing from those based on
developing signatures for every malware are needed. System
call analysis changes the focus from developing signatures that
identify malware to developing signatures that can identify
an application’s normal and abnormal behavior [4] [5] [6].
In this application-oriented perspective, the focus is on how
the application behaves and deviation from pre-set values are
considered as anomalous.

Detecting applications that have been derailed and intru-
sions constitute an important part of the information security
framework of a computing network. Intrusive attacks often
take place by derailing an application and making it behave
in ways it was not anticipated. The primary objective of our
work can be described as an attempt at the timely detection of
system call pattern changes to recognize abnormal application
behavior. Through this paper, we present a dynamical system

theory approach to system call analysis with the distinct goal
of detecting successful attacks. A derailed application is an
application that is being used in a new context. This new
context should reflect itself in the dynamics associated with
system calls made by the derailed application. To accomplish
the goal of detecting anomalous behavior, we characterize
the normal behavior of an application on the basis of certain
dynamical system characteristics. Values of selected dynamical
system behavior characterization tools such as Approximate
Entropy, Central Tendency Measure, and Recurrence Plot
derived measures are observed for the abnormal behavior of
the application and compared with values obtained during its
normal behavior. Collectively, the analysis using these tools
facilitates us to differentiate between normal and abnormal
behaviors of an application. The applications selected for the
dynamical system analysis are httpd, vsftpd, named, cupsd, and
proftpd. All of these daemon programs exhibit a very well-
defined behavioral pattern. The specific range of a dynamical
system behavior characterization values defines a daemons
normal execution. Any abnormal activity on the part of a
daemon is believed to result in considerable change in the
monitored values. It is our belief that the dynamical system
approach can identify such sudden behavioral deviations for
these daemons with a high probability as compared to normal
user applications. Another significant motive behind using
these daemons in our study is that these programs can be
compromised by an attacker to gain root level access, albeit for
a short time period. Thus, quicker methods to detect abnormal
activities of daemons are always needed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II explains some basic theoretical background on dynamical
system analysis necessary for system call analysis. Section III
describes the simulation experiment environments set up for
different applications. Section IV explains the various analysis
approaches. Section V discusses and analyzes the results of
our prototype implementation for daemon applications httpd,
vsftpd, named, cupsd, and proftpd. First four daemons are
subjected to simulation experiment whereas analysis of proftpd
behavior is performed by running a real world exploit on it. A
behavior analysis of the DARPA-98 [7] system call argument
data is also presented in this section. A few research projects
on system call argument values exist in literature, notable
ones amongst which are [8] [9] [10]. Section VI compares
the dynamical system approach presented in this paper with
a few of the relevant research works. Section VII presents a
discussion of our method. Section VIII summarizes the work.
And, Section IX presents a discussion of the future work, such
as to test our theory on other operating systems, and to build a
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classification model for intrusion detection based on dynamical
system measurements.

II. DYNAMICAL SYSTEM APPROACH

Dynamical system theory has been explored by researchers
to understand and explain nonlinear behavior in nature like tur-
bulence in sea, atmosphere, fluctuation in wildlife populations,
accumulation of vehicles on highways, oil flow in underground
pipes, electronic devices and many other universally diverse
events [11]. An excellent introduction to nonlinear dynamics
and chaos can be found in [12]. Researchers have also per-
formed extensive analysis as to how stock prices and foreign
exchange rates vary from nonlinear dynamics theory viewpoint
[13]. A dynamical system, put simplistically, traverses a set of
states called state space. System states can be defined in terms
of values of variables in the system. A dynamical system’s
behavior appears random to standard statistical tests, although
it traverses the state space on the basis of some deterministic
rule.

As an example, the traffic flow on highway when observed,
appears random in movement. Although it is governed by
deterministic rules laid down by the traffic system in the
given place. Three of the variables that can be observed in
such a system are: 1) number of vehicles stopped at a traffic
light, 2) number of vehicles moving between this traffic light
and neighboring traffic lights, and 3) average speed of traffic
moving between neighboring traffic lights. These variables are
affected by unpredictable events like accidents, existence of an
ambulance in traffic, or just individual driving styles. Hence,
this dynamical system behavior has aspects of randomness
or unpredictability along with its determinism. In a similar
vein, a software application can be considered to have a set
of states. A number of observable system variables such as
memory space occupied, processor cycles used, number of
client requests being handled in case of a server application,
amount of file system resources being accessed by the ap-
plication, applications system call trace - define its state. At
any given instance during its execution, these variables can
be influenced by unpredictable factors like available memory
space, the number of other applications vying for processor
cycles, number of clients connected to the server, amount of
network bandwidth available, etc.

Determinism of the system comes from the fact that instruc-
tions of software code are executed in blocks according to the
functionalities implemented in the application. Thus, instruc-
tions are executed in a predefined sequence; but depending
upon input values to the application and the unpredictable fac-
tors mentioned above, this sequence may change. System call
sequences invoked by the software exhibit this determinism
characteristic of the application at a fine grained layer. They
represent individual actions performed by the application like
opening a file, reading data from a file, closing a file and so
on. Sequence of system calls invoked by the application can
be considered as sequence of states it goes through during its
execution. In other words, system call trace becomes system
observable to represent its behavior. System call sequence for
the application can be observed and studied over a period of
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Fig. 1. Dynamical system perspective of a software application

time to characterize application behavior in terms of degree
of determinism.

Figure 1 presents our overall approach for using an applica-
tions system call sequence as a dynamical system observable.
System call trace generated by the application program may
be considered as an observable through a one-dimensional
time series from which we can reconstruct the state space
of the application by the process of embedding [14] [15].
We believe an application’s long term behavior dynamics
can be better understood by reconstructing the application’s
state space through embedding and then applying certain
dynamical system analysis tools to analyze it. We choose
Approximate Entropy, Central Tendency Measure, and Re-
currence Plots analysis techniques to study and characterize
application’s long term behavior. These measures define a
system’s characterization in terms of degree of determinism,
similarity, and rate of variability and are the characteristics
which we find useful for creating an application’s normal
behavior profile. Embedding dimension and time delay are
determined empirically which is the most common method to
ascertain these parameters [15].

We give here theoretical description of the dynamical sys-
tem behavior characterization measures.

A. Approximate Entropy

Using this measure, we study an application’s behavior from
the perspective of the system’s information complexity and
utilize the state space reconstructed for the application from
its system call time series data. Approximate Entropy measure
was proposed by Pincus [16] to assess a system’s information
complexity. It is a statistical measure capable of classifying
complex systems with relatively few data points. Approximate
Entropy has been successfully utilized to quantify complexity
in physical systems as well as physiological systems. It works
satisfactorily on small lengths of time series data to give their
complexity measure [17].

Let us consider a one-dimensional time series:

x = x(1), x(2), x(3), ....x(N) (1)

All the scalar components of this time series are
equi-spaced in time. A series of m-dimensional points
u(1), u(2), u(3), ..., u(N − m + 1) is formed from Equation
(1) such that:
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u(i) = x(i), x(i+ 1), x(i+ 2), ..., x(i+m− 1) (2)

Each of these points specifies a point in the reconstructed
m-dimensional state space. A measure Cm

i is defined as:

Cm
i (r) = Nij/(N −m+ 1) (3)

where Nij = Numberofu(j) such that the Euclidean
distance [u(i), u(j)] < r, r is the radius of the sphere in m
dimensional space centered at u(i). Euclidean distance is given
as:

|u(i)− u(j)| = 2

√√√√m−1∑
k=0

[x(i+ k)− x(j + k)]
2 (4)

We define that:

Cm(r) = (N −m+ 1)−1
N−m+1∑

i=1

Cm
i (r) (5)

φm(r) = (N −m+ 1)−1
N−m+1∑

i=1

logCm
i (r) (6)

The approximate entropy for some fixed values of m and r
is defined as:

ApEn(m, r) = lim
N→∞

[
φm(r)− φm+1(r)

]
(7)

B. Central Tendency Measure (CTM)

Here, we attempt to establish the measure of the chaotic
behavior of the application’s system call time series by cal-
culating its central tendency measure (CTM) [18]. CTM is
a metric to evaluate the degree of variability in a given
data. CTM has been employed in the analysis of various
physiological processes like heart rate variability and behavior
of schizophrenic patients [19]. Second order difference plot
for a time series a(1), a(2), ..., a(n), obtained by plotting
a(n + 2)a(n + 1) vs. a(n + 1)a(n), which acts as a tool to
measure this variability factor for a dynamical system. In a
time series a(1), a(2), ..., a(n), a(n + 1), a(n + 2) of length
N , if r is denoted as the radius of the sphere around the
origin, then

CTM =

[
N−2∑
i=1

δ(di)

]
/(N − 2) (8)

Where

δ(di) =


1, if |[a(i+ 2)− a(i+ 1)]

2

− [a(i+ 1)− a(i)]2 |0.5< r,

0, Otherwise

(9)

The value of radius r is selected depending upon the nature
of data [19].

C. Recurrence Plots

Recurrence Plots is a dynamical time series analysis tech-
nique developed by J. P. Eckmann [20]. It graphically demon-
strates time correlation between different points on the state
space of a dynamical system. Point (i, j) in a Recurrence Plot
is marked black (or 1) if two points representing the system
states at instants i and j are close enough as defined by a
criterion of Euclidean distance r. Thus,

RP (i, j) =

{
1, if d[x(i), x(j)] ≤ r,
0, Otherwise

(10)

Points x(i) and x(j) are part of an embedded time series
data. The ith row of this multidimensional vector represents
the system state at ith instant. Recurrence Plots have been
exploited to discern hidden patterns and non-stationeries in
time series data for physiological systems. Different structural
elements in Recurrence Plots denote certain qualitative aspects
of the time series data in terms of determinism, recurrent
patterns. We define Percent Recurrence, Percent Determinism,
and Percent Ratio [21] to characterize an application’s normal
behavior.

1) Percent Recurrence: Percent Recurrence gives the frac-
tion of points in multidimensional state space repeating pre-
vious system dynamics. It helps us distinguish a process
with periodic dynamic behavior from that with an aperiodic
behavior. More the points that are observed at same states
of a dynamical system, the more periodicity exhibited by its
reconstructed state space.

2) Percent Determinism: Percent Determinism is associated
with line structures present in a Recurrence Plot. A Line of
Identity (LOI) is formed on a plot for all points where i = j.
This is the line having the slope of one which passes through
the origin and divides plot area into two congruent triangles.
There may appear other line structure(s) which are parallel
to LOI. Such a line in the plot is formed by points (1s) that
are diagonally adjacent with no white spaces (0s) in between.
For example, if pairs of consecutive points [x(i), x(j)], [x(i+
1), x(j + 1)], [x(i+ 2), x(j + 2)], ..., [x(i+N), x(j +N)] in
multidimensional state space of a dynamical system exhibit
the same dynamics, then the corresponding points placed in
the Recurrence Plot form a line parallel to the LOI. Percentage
of points in these lines articulate how much structure of the
state space repeats on consecutive points of the state.

3) Percent Ratio: Percent Ratio is the ratio of Percent
Determinism to Percent Recurrence in the plot. This quantity
captures the extent to which the system state space is expe-
riencing sudden variations. So it is an effective indicator of
sudden transitions in state dynamics of a process. All of the
above defined Recurrence Plot parameters strongly highlight
presence of hidden rhythms, and determinism characteristics
in data.

III. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS ENVIRONMENT

We first collect system call trace for normal execution of
each daemon in the form of time series data. Then, we simulate
the code injection event for the daemon by changing its source
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code and recompiling it into new executable binary. To mimic
code injection, the added code is a simple for-loop inserted
into one of the main source files of the daemon to invoke
certain system calls repeatedly. The injected code causes
the runtime image of the program to change and this aptly
simulates the code injection phenomenon in such intrusions.
strace utility available on Linux is used to capture the system
calls invoked in response to certain input requests by each
daemon, httpd, vsftpd, named, and cupsd, into a normal data
text file. One of the source files is then changed to add
the injected code as described earlier. System call trace files
for the new daemon executable, which is abnormal now, in
response to the same set of input requests are then collected in
another file. Later, with the system call mappings presented in
/usr/include/asm/unistd.h on all Linux platforms, both normal
and abnormal data files are converted into one-dimensional
number time series format.

IV. ANALYSIS APPROACH

Four analyses approaches as explained below are adopted
to study the dynamical system behavior of each daemon [4].

A. Clustered Subsystem Approach

System calls from the trace are grouped or clustered ac-
cording to their functionality such as network, disk operation,
memory, access control check, etc. Each cluster is represented
by a unique number in the trace to form a new number time
series. This trace is generated to capture daemon behavior at
a more abstract level. Each such time series is subjected to
process of embedding and then dynamical system analysis
where five behavior characterizing measures are computed
at cumulatively increasing data lengths and plotted against
corresponding data lengths.

B. Non-clustered Subsystem Approach

This approach represents each system call with unique
number. Thus, system call trace captured from the experiment
is pre-processed to get one-dimensional number time series.
From this one-dimensional time series, the state space of dae-
mon’s behavior is reconstructed by the process of embedding
and subjected to dynamical system analysis for cumulatively
increasing data lengths.

C. Clustered Children Processes as Subsystem Approach

Each child process for a daemon is treated as a dimension
or system variable of the main system. System call trace for
each child is pre-processed to get one-dimensional time series
and clustered according to the functionality (i.e., each system
call number is replaced by unique number representing system
call function category). Each such series of equal length is
combined to form a two dimensional matrix of dimension m×
N , where m is number of children processes of daemon and N
is data length of each child process trace. This matrix is then
subjected to dynamical system analysis without the process
of embedding as we already have m dimensional time series
representing reconstructed state space of the system.

D. Non-clustered Children Processes as Subsystem Approach

In this approach, m dimensional matrix is created exactly
as above, but without clustering the system calls.

Amongst the four approaches, it is observed that non-
clustered subsystem approach captures best system dynamics
[4]. The plots of dynamical system measures obtained with this
approach clearly distinguish daemon abnormal behavior from
the normal one. An important aspect to note is that different
daemons require different lengths of data for detection of
abnormal behavior. For brevity, we present the graphical
results obtained only for non-clustered subsystem approach
here.

V. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

A. Simulation Experiments

We investigate the dynamical system characteristics of
httpd, vsftpd, cupsd, and named using non-clustered subsystem
approach and present our simulation results in the form of
graphs. A common convention used in all the graphs for
daemons is that the square point curve corresponds to nor-
mal behavior system call data and asterisk curve represents
abnormal behavior system call data. Each figure shows five
dynamical system measures, Approximate Entropy, Central
Tendency Measure, Percent Recurrence, Percent Determinism,
and Percent Ratio with best embedding parameters m = 2
and τ = 1. For each of the daemons, the embedding process
parameters, m is varied between 2 and 15 and τ is varied
between 1 and 3.
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Fig. 2. Dynamical system measures for httpd (m = 2, τ = 1)

The values of embedding dimension (m) and time delay (τ )
that give the best possible results for shortest data lengths are
selected. We determine the best result as the one leading to
maximum discrimination between pre and post code-injection
system call data. This discrimination needs to be achieved for
as few data points as possible (i.e., the fewer the system calls
needed for detection, the quicker the detection). The graphs for
httpd system call trace for the embedding dimension (m = 2)
and time delay (τ = 1) for non-clustered subsystem approach
are illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure
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5 show the graphs obtained for vsftpd, named, and cupsd
daemons using the same approach.

Preliminary results substantiate our claim that a thorough
dynamical system approach allows us to discriminate between
normal daemon execution and the one with code injection.
For repeatability of the results, we confirmed the validity
of these measures by repeating the whole procedure on two
different times. The behavioral changes due to code injection
are reflected prominently through the graphs presented. We get
the best discrimination between normal and abnormal data for
embedding dimension (m = 2) and time delay (τ = 1).

From Figure 3, we observe that Approximate Entropy for
vsftpd is reduced after the code injection. The normal system
call trace of vsftpd consists of system call sequences which
are of very small lengths (i.e., 2 to 3) invoked in an irregular
manner. The injected code invokes 3 system calls 20 times
repeatedly. This explains why the approximate entropy (i.e.,
information complexity) of the normal trace is higher than
the injected code. Percent Determinism is in agreement with
Approximate Entropy where the complexity decreases after
the code injection and degree of the determinism increases.
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Fig. 3. Dynamical system measures for vsftpd (m = 2, τ = 1)

Percent Ratio graph shows that the rate of change of Percent
Determinism with respect to Percent Recurrence after the code
injection is higher than that for normal trace. This reflects the
fact that a bigger fraction of consecutive state space points
repeat system dynamics with respect to a given fraction of
overall repetitions. It is observed at higher values of m,
this parameter reverses its behavior – so value for post-code
injection is lesser than the value for pre-code injection.

Let us have a look at the behavior profile observed for
named daemon as exhibited in Figure 4 below. Approximate
entropy decreases for both the normal and the abnormal
scenarios when m increases. This behavior reverses for higher
embedding dimensions.

The absolute difference between the values for both the
scenarios decreases as the embedding dimension and delay
values increase. This means, the regularity of system call
sequences reduces when embedded in higher dimensions and
delays. Best discrimination between the two scenarios is
achieved for m = 2, and τ = 1 (Figure 4). Percent recurrence
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Fig. 4. Dynamical system measures for named (m = 2, τ = 1)

also reduces after the code injection event because, a highly
regular behavior of named is changed by the new sequence
of system calls added to the source code. This means that
lesser number of state space points repeat previously exhibited
system dynamics. The named daemon when configured as
a caching only name server, has a very well defined action
protocol. It forwards all the requests it receives to primary
or slave domain name servers mentioned in the named.conf
file. That is why its system call trace has a high determinism
in its normal behavior. The source code is changed to add a
loop of system calls – symlink, access, unlink – which are a
completely new set of actions for the daemon. Hence, with
the addition of this code, percent determinism value of the
daemon system call trace decreases.

The graphs (Figure 5) for cupsd indicate that approximate
entropy almost fails to distinguish the two behaviors – pre
and post code injection – of cupsd. Observation of the normal
trace of cupsd reveals that it contains highly regular patterns of
system calls whose regularity is even more than the regularity
of system calls inserted by the injected code.
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Fig. 5. Dynamical system measures for cupsd (m = 2, τ = 1)
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This explains why the normal behavior approximate entropy
is smaller than the one for injected code. Percent determinism
shows noticeable difference for the two scenarios. This differ-
ence can be explained as follows: the trace has many system
calls consecutively placed making the state space points repeat
on consecutive instances giving rise to the normal behavior
percent determinism value. By addition of the new code with a
new set of repetitive system calls, the number of such instances
where dynamics repeat on consecutive points decreases, thus
resulting in the decreased values of percent determinism. The
original code of cupsd has a set of system calls which are
invoked with a high regularity to give a high percentage of
state space points repeating previous dynamics. When the new
code is injected, percentage of these points reduces as the new
system calls are different from the normal behavior system
calls and their frequency being lower than the normal ones.

B. Experiments and Results with the DARPA-98 Dataset

In this section, we evaluate our dynamical system analysis
approach on the DARPA-98 dataset. In this experiment, we
extend our intrusion detection approach to consider the system
call argument values. Although, quite a few critiques of the
DARPA-98 data generation methods have emerged in literature
[22], we provide here our analysis of the same to substantiate
dynamical system theory approach. Host-level system call
audit data is in the form of collection of audit records.
Each record corresponds to a system call and the associated
parameters. We select path argument accessed by a system
call for processing as it acts as a significant indicator of the
system calls’ intentions and in turn behavior dynamics of
particular application that invokes the system calls. Each path
argument string is converted into a unique number employing
the following procedure:

1: extract each character from the string, c
2: get the ASCII code for the character, n
3: multiply n by 2i, where i is the index of the character in

the string
4: Add the above product term for each character to give a

final numeric representation of the string
Number time series generated in this manner is subjected

to dynamical system analysis method. Thus, this time series
precisely represents a pattern of system paths – system re-
source – accessed over a given time period on host machine
by different applications. We present detailed analysis of the
results obtained here. In Figure 6, each graph contains two
curves: the solid blue line represents path access pattern for
normal execution of telnet session captured in a bsm trace file
and the dashed red curve corresponds to an instance of eject
attack which is caused by a buffer overflow vulnerability in the
eject utility on Solaris 2.5 platforms. The X-axis represents
cumulative data lengths processed and the Y -axis are the
values of different dynamical system measures. Sudden sharp
overshoot exhibited by the dashed red curve is the data region
which corresponds to the attack instance. In the absence of
the attack, the curve would be continuous solid blue curve
without the overshoot. The normal telnet session behavior
curve is obtained by replacing the attack session data by a

normal telnet session. The overshoot in all the graphs indicates
with reinforced confidence that there is something abnormal
the system is going through, and hence deserves attention.
A few points after the overshoot, the curve almost becomes
a straight line which amounts to the noticeable amount of
increased determinism in the system. This proves our basic
hypothesis about system determinism as the deciding factor
to identify abnormal changes in system dynamics caused by
intrusions. Each graph consists of 100 points on the plot, each
of which corresponds to the addition of 100 actual data points
to original length. Analysis starts from data length equal to
500, thus a total of 96 points is plotted on each graph. The
overshoot is observed at the 69th point which corresponds
to actual data points from 330200 to 330300. On studying
corresponding data from the bsm audit files, it shows repeated
invocation of system call open and close whose path arguments
do not exist. This kind of activity is typically perceived to be
the hallmark before any code injection incident. Each of these
system calls does not perform any activity and acts as a NOP
instruction. ffbconfig and fdformat are the other two buffer
overflow vulnerabilities which are detected by our analysis
methods.
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Fig. 6. Dynamical system measures for path argument (m = 2, τ = 1)

C. Experiment with a Real World Exploit

In consideration of the growing number of critiques in
DARPA-98 experiments, it becomes imperative to evaluate
dynamical system approach on real world exploits. For this
purpose, we selected ProFTPD 1.3.0 as our target application
to be exploited. A working exploit details for this daemon
can be found at [23]. ProFTPD 1.3.0 installed by default
in Ubuntu 6.10 with kernel 2.6.17 is known to have this
vulnerability. We collect normal behavior system call trace
of proftpd in response to some routine ftp operations on the
daemon. Then the buffer overflow exploit is run on the daemon
to obtain a command shell. Corresponding system call trace
is captured in a different file. System call trace is transformed
into one-dimensional numeric time series using the system
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call mapping file in /usr/src/linux/include/asm-i386/unistd.h.
Through experiments, we find that non-clustered subsystem
approach for analysis gives the best discrimination between the
normal and attacked process of the daemon. Normal behavior
system call trace for the daemon is analyzed for the data length
of 1000 points. The process created as a result of the attack
is captured and analyzed for 181 data points. For the purpose
of our analysis, attack process system call trace is mixed with
the system call trace of normal process at known locations
(i.e., time points). The mixed trace and the normal traces
are then analyzed using dynamical system behavior measures
and corresponding graphs are plotted. Figure 7 shows all the
dynamical system measures for normal trace and mixed trace
when attack trace is inserted after first 100 normal trace points.
Figure 8 below shows dynamical system measures when attack
data is inserted after first 300 normal data points. Figure 9
shows dynamical system measures when attack data is inserted
after first 500 normal points.
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Fig. 7. Dynamical system measures for proftpd daemon, with attack data
after 1st 100 healthy data (m = 2, τ = 1)
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Fig. 8. Dynamical system measures for proftpd daemon, with attack data
after 1st 300 healthy data (m = 2, τ = 1)
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Fig. 9. Dynamical system measures for proftpd daemon, with attack data
after 1st 500 healthy data (m = 2, τ = 1)

After the successful execution of attack, each command
run on the shell forks a new process on the server. In our
case five such processes are created. We capture the system
call trace of all five child-processes and combine them (i.e.,
according to the timestamp of each system call) into one file
to compare their dynamical system behavior with the normal
process. Corresponding graphs are shown in Figure 10
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Fig. 10. Comparing dynamical system measures between healthy and
attacked proftpd daemons (m = 2, τ = 1)

For the above analysis, normal behavior system call trace
obtained at two different times is plotted along with the
combined five processes which measured after a successful
attack execution. Our motive is to substantiate the consistent
difference between the dynamical system measures of attacked
processes and normal processes. All processes’ system call
traces are generated in response to the same sequence of
commands run from the ftp command shell. We mix the
attack process data with the normal one at known locations
to check if differences between the measures are projected at
corresponding points in the graphs. We can distinctly locate
from the graphs in Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9 that attack
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process trace starts its deviations from the normal trace from
100, 300, and 500 points onwards respectively.

VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

To distinguish our proposed approach, in this section we
relate our approach with some of the relevant research ap-
proaches proposed in literature. Hofmeyr et al. proposed the
definition of normal application behavior using small unique
sequences of system calls [5]. Using a simplistic measure,
the Hamming distance, they identified abnormal sequences.
They unknowingly utilized the process of embedding by
defining a database of normal system call sequences of fixed
length. However, they warn that the Hamming distance is
not a formally defined and proven metric to determine the
abnormality of sequences. Thus, the simplicity advantage is
overshadowed by the lack of proper formal analysis of the
system call layer. Our approach is based on widely accepted
techniques employed successfully in diverse fields [11] [12].
Hofmeyr and Kosoresow defined variable length sequences
macros and deterministic finite automata (DFA) to define
normal behavior of application [6]. The DFA tended to be quite
large for large applications like sendmail. There was no ideal
method defined to create the DFA and was created manually
for any application to be tested. Our analysis approach can
be fully automated, and is indeed one future improvement
planned for our work. Jones and Li incorporated temporal
information between system call pairs in the database [24].
Under the assumption of normal distribution for system call
timing, they ignored some of the normal behavior (e.g. I/O)
system call timing information because of the large variance.
We accommodate all system call sequences for our analysis
except library calls, and some older system calls. Cabrera, et
al. came up with the concept of anomaly dictionary consisting
of anomalous sequences for the classification of anomalies
[25]. This feature was built upon the dictionary of normal
sequences proposed by Hofmeyr [5]. This approach required
the creation of the anomaly dictionary from known anomaly
sequences. Our approach, based on dynamical system analysis
techniques is independent of any such database of anomalous
sequences. Nguyen, et al. developed a buffer overflow attack
detection system with Linux kernel modification [26]. Their
system is based on a database of all children processes forked
by a given process. The main drawback of their method was
there were many processes whose children processes could
not be ascertained apriori. The training period needed for their
prototype was three months which was quite a long time. Qiao,
et al. put forth Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for application
behavior profiling [27]. The number of states in HMM was
determined experimentally as there was no formal method for
doing that. The training process of HMM took a long time.

In comparison, we have shown that a dynamical system
analysis approach can fare well in many respects. Experi-
mentally, we have determined that the minimum number of
data points required for the method to be successful is around
100. Second, this method does not require a full fledged
database to store normal application sequences. Third, and
very importantly, the method is independent of the timing

characteristics of system call. Foundation of dynamical system
approach to intrusion detection is co-existence of determinism
and some randomness. Any intrusion activity which causes
sudden deviations in the balance among the former two can
be detected by our analysis approach.

Mutz et al. adopted an entirely different methodology from
all of the above approaches in that they formulated system
call argument models in terms of their lengths and character
distribution [9]. They did not take system call sequences
into consideration. They focused especially on detection of
mimicry attacks which cannot be detected by most of the
above research approaches.

We have incorporated system call argument analysis into our
approach as an extension to our previous work [4]. Primary
advantage of our approach is dynamical system analysis does
not require an extensive training phase. In our implemen-
tation, pre-processing is employed to get one-dimensional
time series from system call traces of desired lengths in
all our experiments – simulation experiments with various
daemons, the DARPA-98 bsm audit files, and the real world
proftpd exploit. Then, the dynamical system measures and
characteristics graphs are generated in Matlab. There exists
a known issue of false positive alarms for our approach
when applied on the DARPA-98 dataset. These are attributed
to the rapid changes occurring in system during the startup
phase of application. Fine tuning of the implementation is
required to overcome this drawback. This remains to be our
important future enhancement. Another distinct feature of our
research turns out to be analysis of the real world exploit
data published more recently. We run a successful buffer
overflow exploit against an FTP daemon to collect system call
traces – dynamical system states of the daemon – to compute
dynamical system measures during attack execution phase and
compare their values with the measures for normal behavior.
Thus, our analysis and results are based not only on simulation
data, but real world attack data also. Future expansion of our
research work, invariably, is directed towards evaluating more
real world attack data on different applications.

VII. DISCUSSION

It is imperative to do performance evaluation of any new
approach to a research problem from scientific perspective
along two dimensions: reliability and validity. Industry ac-
ceptance of a new IDS approach crucially depends on the
scientific rigor of the approach established on the basis of
these two metrics. Tavallaee et al. further convert these two
metrics into three factors suitable for IDS approach evaluation
– the employed data, the performed experiments, and the
performance evaluation [28]. Hence, an evaluation of our
dynamical system approach is presented here on the basis of
these three factors.

A. Employed Data

We use three types of data as inputs to our dynamical system
approach. First, we perform simulation experiments using
daemon applications (i.e., httpd, vsftpd, named, and cupsd.
These applications exhibit a well defined behavior pattern as
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compared to user applications. These daemon applications,
if not configured correctly, may be compromised to attain
system-level access by an attacker. An attack most invariably
changes daemon’s behavior in terms of system call pattern
executed. This changed system call pattern is simulated by
adding certain system calls in the source code of the daemon
and passing same input requests to newly compiled daemon
executable. We use linux standard configuration file unistd.h
to convert system call trace into a number series. As system
call argument captures system call semantics at a very fine
level, we used system call argument data from the DARPA-
98 host-level bsm audit data set. The bsm audit file is pre-
processed to capture only path argument for system calls
and these are then converted into a number time series by
employing a string to unique number conversion algorithm.
Third, we executed an actual exploit against the ProFTPD
server on a vulnerable Ubuntu system and collected system
call trace from the compromised process. Our data consists
of system call sequence and system call argument which
represent application behavior fairly accurately.

B. Performed Experiments

All the experiment procedures have been clearly explained
in the previous sections. In the first and third data preparation
methods, the Linux standard system call mapping file –
unistd.h (i.e., from respective Linux distributions) – has been
utilized to convert system call trace into number time series.

C. Performance Evaluation

Efficiency of our dynamical system approach is described
in terms of time used to convert system call traces to num-
ber series and time used to produce the dynamical system
measures. All of these procedures are completed within an
average of 2–10 seconds in Matlab. Although, Matlab is a great
tool for numeric analysis, there are certainly limitations in
terms of execution speed and performance. Therefore, we can
reasonably expect a significant performance boost when using
other programming languages such as C or C++. In Table I,
we illustrate the execution time for calculating each dynamical
system measure in both Matlab and C++. And we can see that
the C++ implementation is significantly faster than its coun-
terpart in Matlab (i.e., the C++ implementation is in average
of 6 – 8 times faster than the Matlab implementation). System
call trace length considered varies from 500 to 2000; the
dynamical system measures considered are the Approximate
Entropy, the Percent Recurrence & the Percent determinism
from the Recurrence Plot (i.e., the Percent Ratio is merely
the ratio of Percent Determinism to Percent Recurrence in
the plot), as well as the Central Tendency Measure; and the
parameters considered for all measures are m = 2 and t = 1. It
is obvious that the execution time increases when the length of
the system call trace considered increases. However, based on
the results of the experiments, 500 system calls are sufficient to
differentiate an intrusion from a normal process in most cases,
where the total execution time of computing all dynamical
system measures for 500 time points is merely 0.02 seconds
in C++.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: MATLAB V.S. C++

# of System Calls Matlab (seconds) C++ (seconds)
Approximate Entropy:

500 0.33 0.01
1000 1.64 0.12
2000 9.88 0.94

Recurrence Plot:
500 0.04 0.01
1000 0.24 0.12
2000 1.79 0.9

Central Tendency Measure:
500 0.002 0.0003
1000 0.004 0.0006
2000 0.008 0.0018

Total (ApEn + RP + CTM):
500 0.372 0.0203
1000 1.884 0.2406
2000 11.678 1.8418

Through the experiments, we have found that dynamical
system approach can be utilized to model application normal
behaviors. Deviations from these normal behaviors, which are
caused by intrusions, can be effectively identified from dynam-
ical system measures. This has been validated on simulated
intrusion and a real world exploit data.

Anomaly in our experiments has been considered as any
behavior of an application which causes considerable deviation
in dynamical system measures from the established normal
values. We do not use any data reduction technique such as
sampling which can affect the IDS performance. Regarding ra-
tio of abnormal data to normal data in the dataset, we have not
considered any specific ratio. Our goal is to test and validate
our approach on as many real world exploits as possible which
can constitute different ratios of abnormal to normal data.
Dynamical system approach used by us depends upon two
parameters employed in the embedding phase – embedding
dimension and delay. Determination of these parameters for
best system dynamics approximation is done empirically as
there does not exist a universal method for doing the same.
Parameters which render best differentiation between normal
and abnormal behaviors are selected in our study. We have
performed first and third experiments at different times to
collect different data and analyzed using our dynamical system
approach. For both the times, the results obtained in terms of
deviations in the dynamical system measures from graphical
plots are found to be exactly similar.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Treating programs as blackbox dynamical systems whose
behavioral characteristics change with code injection and
applying a set of dynamical system measures gives promising
results. Although system call sequence analysis is pivotal to
identifying anomalous behaviors of an application, it is the
minimum length of the trace to be analyzed that is the key to
decide whether it is an anomalous sequence. The minimum
data length (e.g. the number of system calls) needed for
detection of anomalous behavior varies for different daemons.
Through our experiments, we have seen that a data length of
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300 system calls was enough to detect anomalous behavior in
all of the daemons we utilized.

The proposed approach requires profiling of applications in
the sense that threshold values for the utilized measures must
be defined for programs/daemons, which will be monitored.
This requirement is not a serious disadvantage as the threshold
values can be calculated shortly after programs’ installation.
Focusing on the asset to be protected (i.e., in this case the
program), is easier than focusing on the large number of
malware which form a threat to the application. Therefore,
the effort necessary for computing the threshold values is
much less than identifying specific malware and developing
signatures to protect against them.

We initially tested the dynamical system approach on
simulation experiments using httpd 2.2.2, cups 1.2.7, vsftp
2.0.5, and bind 9.3.3 on Fedora Core 4 Linux. After obtain-
ing promising results, we validated our approach using the
DARPA-98 dataset. Finally, we confirmed the usefulness the
proposed approach using a real world exploit present proftpd
1.3.0 on Ubuntu 6.10.

IX. FUTURE WORK

We have plans for conducting the same experiments in
platforms other than Linux, such as Windows and other
Unix-based operating systems. We are currently working on
experiments for the Windows platform, and the initial results
confirmed our findings.

Furthermore, a natural extension of our current work is
to build a classification model using dynamical system mea-
sures as feature vectors. Further research efforts are needed
in finding the best classification algorithms, feature selec-
tion/reduction methods, and conducting a set of comprehensive
experiments to measure the predictor, in terms of its prediction
accuracy, precision and recall, sensitivity and specificity.
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